Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, rehabilitation, and return to play: 2015 update
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Abstract: Anatomical discoveries and a growing appreciation of the knee as a complex organ are driving innovations in patient care decision-making following anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury. Surgeons are increasing their efforts to restore combined mechanical-neurosensory ACL function and placing more consideration on when to reconstruct versus repair native anatomical structures. Surgical options now include primary repair with or without reinforcing the injured ACL with suture-based internal bracing, and growing evidence supports biological augmentation using platelet-rich plasma and mesenchymal stem cells to enhance tissue healing. Physical therapists and athletic trainers are increasing their efforts to facilitate greater athlete cognitive engagement during therapeutic exercise performance to better restore nonimpaired neuromuscular control activation amplitude and timing. Knee brace design and use needs to evolve to better match these innovations and their influence on the rehabilitation plan timetable. There is a growing appreciation for the multifaceted characteristics of the rehabilitation process and how they influence neuromuscular, educational, and psychobehavioral treatment goal achievement. Multiple sources may influence the athlete during the return to sports process and clinical outcome measures need to be refined to better evaluate these influences. This update summarizes contemporary ACL surgical, medical, and rehabilitation interventions and future trends.
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Introduction
This update provides an overview of knee surgical anatomy, neurological and biomechanical function, the influence of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury on peripheral and central neurosensory and neuromotor function, upregulation of hip and downregulation of knee extensor muscle activation promoting a more hip biased knee extension strategy, contemporary ACL repair or reconstruction surgical approaches, the efficacy of biological augmentation methods such as platelet-rich plasma (PRP) and mesenchymal stem cells to facilitate ACL healing and remodeling, the evidence basis regarding postsurgical brace use, therapeutic exercise and psychobehavioral factor considerations, long-term neuromuscular function changes, the efficacy of returning to the same sport at the same intensity level, the influence of friends, family and significant others on athlete recovery, and improving clinical outcomes assessment efficacy.

Surgical anatomical discoveries and growing understanding
ACL surgery has become progressively less invasive and more anatomic. There is a growing appreciation for attempting to match native ACL anatomy and function
Regarding the latter, we currently have very limited evidence about the precise mechanism by which synovial sheath and brain (central) damage to vital remnant tissue. As the evidence basis increases regarding the anatomical and functional information may translate into improved long-term clinical outcomes. Future ACL reconstruction or repair interventions will likely focus on improving the knee surgeon’s ability to more closely restore ACL insertional entheses, its ribbon-like bundle morphology, preserve the synovial sheath and its neurosensory-rich remnant tissue, and better manage associated medial collateral or anterolateral knee ligament injuries. As the evidence basis increases regarding the surgical anatomy, neurological function, and biomechanical function of these important structures, so will our ability to more precisely select and apply the appropriate surgical, medical, and rehabilitative intervention at precisely the right time during recovery.

**ACL reconstruction simulates native mechanical function more closely than sensory function**

Ahn et al have emphasized the importance of preserving the ACL remnant following injury to enhance future neurosensory function and improve clinical outcomes. Proximal and distal remnants of the torn ACL are mechanoreceptor-rich tissues. The surgical approach recommended by their group has incorporated a posterior arthroscopic portal to better identify the femoral ACL insertion while minimizing damage to vital remnant tissue. Currently, little is known about the precise mechanism by which synovial sheath and associated remnant tissue preservation may enhance the neurosensory function of the reconstructed ACL. Conceivably, it may assist with more effectively re-establishing neurosensory messaging from the center of the knee joint to the spinal cord (peripheral) and brain (central), thereby facilitating greater neuromuscular response precision. Whether through an anatomical single or double bundle surgical approach, the current state of ACL reconstruction is far more effective at replicating ACL mechanical than neurosensory function. Regarding the latter, we currently have very limited evidence supporting that this important component ever approaches premorbid conditions following ACL reconstruction, no matter how innovative the surgical, medical, or rehabilitative approach.

**Central representation changes and the sensorimotor cerebral cortex**

Since reflexive neuromuscular pathways driven by neurosensory information from the native ACL are not fully re-established following surgery, premorbid ACL afferent information levels are not likely re-established within the sensory cortex. This change in central representation may facilitate compensatory movement plan programming in the motor cortex region of the brain. In the presence of deficient neurosensory signals from the ACL, this phenomenon may lead to the development of compensatory upregulation in hip and ankle extensor function and downregulation in knee extensor function. The use of a surgical approach that better preserves remnant neurosensory function would likely avoid this tendency. With neuromuscular control activation training, the individual who has sustained an ACL injury may be able to become less dependent upon higher level brain function to maintain dynamic knee stability through more balanced lower extremity joint contributions. Through this type of training with a more intact neurosensory system, they may be able to activate protective neuromuscular responses with greater acuity and precision as they effectively perform movement tasks. Although neuromuscular control activation training can somewhat restore a less impaired balance between hip, knee, and ankle contributions to composite lower extremity extension, regular movement-specific training long after the rehabilitation and return to sports decision-making process may be needed to maintain this important function, particularly in the presence of a compromised sensorimotor system.

**Quadriceps inhibition, hip muscle facilitation?**

It is well known that the quadriceps femoris or knee extensor muscle group is inhibited following ACL injury and surgery, particularly in the presence of knee joint effusion. When this occurs, hip extensor (including the hamstring muscle group) and ankle plantar flexor activation may be upregulated to compensate for impaired knee extensor function. Of potentially greater concern than a purely sagittal plane explanation of compensatory knee function are the frontal and transverse plane imbalances that may occur in the presence of upregulated hip abductor-external rotator neuromuscular
activation and vastus medialis inhibition. Inhibition of the quadriceps femoris following ACL injury and surgery may be associated with progressive rectus femoris, hip abductor-external rotator, hip extensor, and ankle plantar flexor (particularly soleus) stiffness. Stiffness associated with heightened neuromuscular activation and/or overuse of these muscles may compromise lower quarter and low back region joint mobility and tissue extensibility in positions of function such as running, sprinting, sudden directional change movements/agility tasks, kicking, jumping, and jump landing. Hip region neuromuscular stiffness in the presence of impaired knee extensor function is related to associated frontal plane trunk and core region dysfunction which may further compromise knee function and safety. In association with this lack of neurosensory signals from the reconstructed ACL, the reflex-mediated hamstring muscle group protective function that existed prior to knee injury may not be replicated. Autogenous graft tissue harvest, whether bone-patellar tendon bone, semitendinosus-gracilis, or quadriceps tendon, further compromises neuromuscular knee function in addition to contributing to harvest site–related comorbidities.

**Graft, preserve, replace with synthetics, or grow a new one**

Traditional ACL graft options include autogenous bone-patellar tendon-bone or hamstring grafts as well as irradiated allograft alternatives (which have fallen into disfavor due to increased sudden failure rates among highly active younger individuals). In addition to these options, contemporary alternatives include soft tissue quadriceps tendon autografts or nonirradiated allografts, the “Ligament Augmentation and Reconstruction System”, xenografts, and in the not too distant future, laboratory developed grafts. Given the growing appreciation for restoring native ACL anatomy and both biomechanical and neurosensory function, current surgical innovations suggest strong potential for achieving a closer fusion between surgical and native ACL anatomy through primary repair with possible use of internal bracing (Figure 1A) rather than reconstruction (Figure 1B) for select cases. Internal bracing also provides an additional option for repairing adjacent knee tissues that function in synchrony with the ACL, such as the medial collateral (Figure 2) and anterolateral ligaments. With more ACL repair or reconstruction options, the previous “mechano-centric” surgical and rehabilitative focus will likely evolve to a greater decision-making balance between both mechanical and neurosensory function restoration, surgically preserving and enhancing the function of as much viable, proprioception-enhancing tissue as possible through insightful rehabilitation approaches.

**The evidence basis of PRP and mesenchymal stem cells for ACL treatment**

Increasing use of biologic tissue healing enhancement agents such as PRP and mesenchymal stem cells may improve the knee surgeons’ ability to accelerate the ACL repair or reconstruction healing timetable. Evidence supports PRP use to promote graft and graft harvest site healing; however, it does not support its use to facilitate bone tunnel integration or to prevent tunnel widening. Although these biologically mediated treatments may expand treatment options, much remains to be learned regarding the precise biochemical product that is needed to enhance a particular healing response, what delivery method to use, what dose to apply, how to achieve dosage consistency, when to apply the
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**Figure 1** (A) Primary ACL repair using suture-based internal bracing system. (B) Single-socket, double-bundle ACL reconstruction using soft tissue quadriceps tendon autograft with aperture and extra-cortical fixation.

Abbreviation: ACL, anterior cruciate ligament.
treatment, whether or not leukocytes should be included in the treatment,\textsuperscript{43,44} and what sources should be used.\textsuperscript{45} Much also remains unknown about what specific aspect of the healing response truly benefits from either PRP or mesenchymal stem cell enhancement. It is not known if the true effects are more anabolic, catabolic, or inhibitory and how this might influence the recovery timetable. Increasing PRP\textsuperscript{43,44} and mesenchymal stem cell\textsuperscript{45–47} use is beginning to exceed the level of scientific evidence that supports its efficacy. To date, much remains to be learned about the precise links between enhanced histological, biochemical, and biomechanical tissue properties and improved clinical outcomes. Because of these unknowns, the physical therapist, athletic trainer, and strength and conditioning specialists who treat patients following ACL surgery are confronted with difficult decisions regarding how to effectively apply, measure, and balance exercise dosages and joint tissue loads when these products are used. This is very fertile ground for interdisciplinary research between medical, surgical, and rehabilitation team members.

**Bracing, not bracing, and weaning from the brace**

When a patient limits weight bearing through prolonged crutch use, the lower extremity tissues get weaker and the patient becomes more dependent on the crutches.\textsuperscript{48} This same analogy likely exists with regard to long-term functional knee brace use. According to Wolff’s law, tissues that are not progressively loaded are unlikely to get stronger, potentially being “stress-shielded.”\textsuperscript{48,49} Frontal plane motion control to avoid sudden valgus-varus loading and sagittal plane motion control (to avoid hyperextension) either post-ACL injury, postsurgery, or prophylactically for primary prevention is supported by research evidence (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{50} Greater focus on collateral ligament and associated knee tissue repair, healing, and restoration of biomechanical integrity, including both surgical and/or biologically mediated treatment at the time of the index ACL surgery, may change the purpose, use timetable, and material properties of future knee braces to better match changing treatment goals across the rehabilitation plan. Current practice generally includes postsurgical brace use during the initial week or two of recovery to protect the quadriceps inhibited knee from experiencing sudden flexion under weight-bearing loads.\textsuperscript{50} After several months of rehabilitation, the patient is generally fit for a functional knee brace with greater transverse plane knee motion control as they progress to the more intense multiplanar joint loads associated with sport-specific training. Functional knee brace use is then often continued over the remainder of the first postsurgical year, particularly when soft tissue grafts or allografts are used and if the patient participates in high contact or collision sports such as football. The evidence base supporting postsurgical knee brace use tends to decrease across the healing continuum following ACL surgery.\textsuperscript{50–54} Even following knee brace prescription, safe training without brace use is essential to better simulate the loads needed for tissue healing, collagen deposition and remodeling, progressive restoration of biomechanical tissue integrity, and to develop a more responsive neuromuscular control activation system. With the increased focus on tissue repair and biologically augmented treatments...
that are intended to progressively restore tissue biomechanical properties, knee brace designs and use strategies both need to evolve beyond simply attempting to prevent premature graft or repair failure. The traditional singular focus on postsurgical knee joint protection must be balanced more with concerns related to the potential for knee brace–induced maladaptive lower extremity kinematic compensations, range of motion restrictions, and neuromuscular activation inhibition. Likewise, knee brace use needs to better match patient needs at each phase of the return to sports continuum. Over time the rehabilitation team needs to have a planned strategy to progressively wean the patient away from brace use once adequate biomechanical tissue integrity, near normal neuromuscular function, and high-level performance function have been re-established (Figure 4).

The therapeutics of rehabilitation

Physical therapists and athletic trainers have a “wide palate” of therapeutic modality options to consider in treating patients following knee injury, repair, or reconstruction. The ultimate modality, however, in any well-designed rehabilitation program is the therapeutic exercises that drive the restoration of normal activity-specific functional movements, self-efficacy, fear-avoidance, and realistic self-appraisal of true functional capabilities and concerns. From the clinician’s perspective, it is important to focus on interventions designed to effectively address physical function, educational, and psychobehavioral goals in combination. Examples for this include attempting to improve self-efficacy while restoring lower extremity power (Figure 5), developing neuromuscular control activation while maintaining cognitive awareness (Figure 6), and learning how to effectively integrate trunk and core regions into sport movements in a manner that enhances both lower extremity injury prevention and performance (Figure 7). With appropriate selection and order, the therapeutic exercise environment is ideal for teaching proper body mechanics during the performance of high-quality, functionally relevant movements, addressing metabolic energy system demands, nutritional and recovery needs, and discussing appropriate work: rest intervals, in addition to targeted physical performance goals. The therapeutic exercise environment is also ideal for teaching, and achieving psychobehavioral treatment goals such as improving self-efficacy, decreasing fear avoidance and kinesiophobia. Well-learned, functionally valid therapeutic exercise lessons translate to increased athlete compliance, safer return to sports, a better understanding of the need to periodize training over the course of both the athletic season and offseason, and more successful treatment outcomes.

Over the course of the rehabilitation plan, it is essential that the returning athlete be regularly and progressively exposed to comparable physical, environmental, and psychological stressors to which they will be exposed, in the sport that they will be returning to, as part of a comprehensive, progressive presport acclimatization process.

Returning to the same sport at the same or higher level

Much has been recently discussed regarding the decision-making process needed to determine when a patient is ready to safely return to unrestricted sports participation following ACL surgery. This decision-making process requires information related to actual and perceived physical function, psychobehavioral status, general conditioning level, and many
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other factors. Multiple inputs from multiple sources generally leads to the most accurate assessment. On the basis of the pre- and postsurgery Tegner Activity Level Scale scores of 99 subjects post-ACL reconstruction, Rodriguez-Roiz et al reported that 91.9% of patients returned to regular sports activity, and 75% returned within the first postoperative year. However, only 51 patients (51.5%) perceived that they had returned to the same level within their sport of choice. Twenty-four percent of patients changed their sport because of reinjury fear (66%), less time available to participate (11%), knee pain (17%), or knee instability (6%). In a systematic review and meta-analysis of papers that discussed return to sports following ACL reconstruction and rehabilitation, Ardern et al reported that 81% of subjects returned to any sport. However, only 65% returned to their preinjury level within their preferred sport, and only 55% returned to a competitive level sport following surgery. Key factors that increased the likelihood for a successful return to preinjury level sport participation included symmetrical hop test performance, younger age, male sex, playing elite sport, and having a positive psychological response. The authors suggested that some athletes may change sports postsurgery, change priorities regarding sport participation, or return to participation at a lower level than the preinjury level and still be satisfied with their outcome. Return to sports success determinants should be individualized and based on the patient’s goals.

In studying 31 patients between 18 and 40 years of age at 2 years postprimary ACL reconstruction for factors that influenced sports cessation, Tjong et al identified fear, priority, and personality as key factors. Fear was the most encountered factor. Fear, however, was not limited solely to the fear of reinjury. This fear also included nonphysical factors such as potential income loss, fear of having to repeat the rehabilitation process, and fear of skill deficiency at their preferred sport. Changes in life priorities affected nearly half of the subjects who did not return to sport. Many
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Figure 5 Soccer athlete performing single-leg crossover hopping task with proper body mechanics instruction without knee brace support.
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Figure 6 Soccer, Taekwondo, and basketball athletes performing single-leg neuromuscular control tasks on Bosu ball without knee brace support.
patients were in transitional life stages moving from high school to university life, from being single to being married with a family, and changing from being a full-time student to working full time. These changes led to widely ranging shifts in life priorities. Subjects who returned successfully to their sport placed a higher priority on exercise for stress relief. The third factor was personality. Self-motivated, highly competitive, and “Type A” personality type individuals (high ambition, energy, and competitiveness) were more likely to return to sport. Cautious individuals, those who possessed a more relaxed life outlook, procrastinators, or individuals who lacked self-confidence were less likely to return to sports. Only one subject in this cohort reported knee joint laxity and decreased knee range of motion impairments as the reasons for not returning to sport. In a systematic review, Czuppon et al reported that higher postsurgical quadriceps femoris strength, less knee effusion, lower pain levels, less instability, lower kinesiophobia, greater athletic confidence, higher presurgery knee self-efficacy, and higher presurgery self-motivation were all factors associated with a successful return to sport following ACL reconstruction.

Numerous diverse factors can influence how an athlete feels about returning to their sport following ACL surgery. Motivation, fear, cognitive appraisal, or numerous other perceptions may necessitate the need to modify a given patient’s rehabilitation plan in a highly individualized manner. Time for reflection is needed. The knee joint may be structurally and functionally sound. However, it could just be that the athlete has changed their mind regarding the role of a particular sport in their life and may be ready to move on to other activities. This may be particularly true in revision cases where attempting to return to sports that possess a combination of high reinjury risk and frequent pivoting requirements combine to increase the likelihood of the knee condition progressing to osteoarthritis.

**The injury is permanent and the function changes**

According to Erickson et al, most college and professional American football team physicians recommend return to sport by 6 (55.8%) or 9 (12.3%) months post-ACL reconstruction. No surgeon recommended waiting ≥12 months before returning to sport. Additionally, most surgeons (64%) did not recommend knee brace use by football running backs once they were returned to play following ACL reconstruction using a bone patellar tendon bone autograft (86%).

Just because the ACL has been reconstructed and physical function has been largely restored through rehabilitation and focused sport-specific training does not mean that premorbid conditions have been re-established. Despite advances in
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*Soccer athlete performing single-leg lateral step-up with medicine ball held overhead (A) and progressive height two-legged hopping (B) to train self-efficacy and balanced lower extremity power without knee brace support.*
surgical, medical, and rehabilitative strategies, the current state of ACL reconstruction does not remotely replicate the native ligament in terms of neurosensory function, regional bone mineral density, insertional entheses, anatomy, or physiology.

Physical therapists and athletic trainers have long professed about the need to re-establish strength, power, and functional performance test bilateral equivalence to approximately 80% to >90% as a criteria to achieve return to sports readiness status. Others have designed more elaborate algorithms combining multiple inventories including functional performance tests, clinical examination, perceived function and psychobehavioral inventories, and biomechanical testing. Regarding of the specific criteria and the threshold score that signals safe return to play readiness, current outcomes research suggests that normalcy in terms of restoring the preinjury condition seldom if ever occurs. Additionally, the possible negative influence of the index ACL injury and surgery on contralateral lower extremity function suggests that comparisons based solely on “non-injured” lower extremity function may be of limited validity. Although some athletes return to the same competitive level in the same sport in which they sustained their index ACL injury, most do not. In addition to aforementioned physical and psychobehavioral factors, variables such as subject age at the time of the index ACL injury, socioeconomic considerations regarding continued sports participation, and changing motivations over time may influence the return to sport decision-making process. Given the knee joint neurosensory compromise that occurs when reconstructing a sensitive neurosensory structure with a comparatively “sensory inert” graft, it is not surprising that compensatory neuromuscular control activation, increased hip region muscle stiffness, fast twitch muscle fiber atrophy at the quadriceps femoris, and gastrocnenius of the involved lower extremity and imbalanced lower extremity loading patterns occur to enable continued function. Following ACL injury and surgery, patients display a greater tendency to employ a hip strategy when performing progressive step-up and jumping tasks. This enables the gluteus maximus and hamstring muscles to substitute for quadriceps femoris function through the knee for composite lower extremity extension during closed kinetic chain exercises and movements. An essential part of knee joint recovery is the re-establishment of balanced hip, knee and ankle contributions to composite lower extremity extension.

With well-designed rehabilitation, this increased hip postural control strategy bias can be somewhat mediated and athletes can function at very close to preinjury levels. This may be more likely when neurosensory ACL function is either preserved or restored. However, long-term maintenance training is needed to prevent recurrent quadriceps femoris inhibition. Factors to monitor also include regular thigh and calf girth assessments to evaluate fast twitch muscle fiber health, high knee flexion-hip extension range of motion (Figures 8A and B), gluteal muscle extensibility (Figure 8C) verification, lower extremity neuromuscular control activation responsiveness to perturbation and the capacity to effectively regulate intrinsic neuromuscular stiffness, bone mineral density in the ACL surgery region of interest, central representation differences, and long-term psychobehavioral considerations. Lastly, instrumented anterior translational laxity and pivot shift glide measurements should be monitored to ensure that mechanical graft or repair integrity is not being compromised as the athlete progresses through more demanding sport-specific tasks.

The others

The surgical, medical, and rehabilitation team play an important role in helping the athlete manage the cognitive appraisal of their condition and of return to play readiness. Others,
however, may have equal if not greater influences. Whether participating in a team or in an individual sport, the athlete who is recovering from an ACL injury and surgery may be influenced by unrealistic and often bewildering information offered by many people and other information sources such as internet websites. Individuals who often contribute their opinion include family members, coaches, teammates, friends, and teachers. Some may advise that the athlete is trying to return too quickly, while others insist that the athlete should have been back on the field several months earlier. Some of these individuals may state that they or someone they know experienced a similar injury and recovered more quickly. Despite the fact that they possess no details of case similarities or differences, that does not stop them from pontificating about what the athlete can expect to experience during the recovery process, sometimes even over the remaining years of their life! Statements such as these may increase the athlete’s anxiety level building upon their desire to demonstrate how hard the work they put in during rehabilitation has paid off. This may lead them to attempt tasks prior to permission from the rehabilitation team. The same athlete may also fear that they might disappoint their supporters given the disparity between their own cognitive appraisal of their condition and that of others.

Coaches have a strong passion to win. Their contributions to an athlete’s recovery no matter how well intended may be inherently biased due to the importance of winning to either keep or to enhance their coaching position and prestige. Even the coach who encourages an athlete to delay returning to a sport for safety reasons likely expects total recovery upon release. They often do not consider how extended playing time, back-to-back games, playing both sides of the scrimmage line in American football, or repetitious lower extremity impact loading may increase the athlete’s knee reinjury risk. Teammates may also influence the athlete to return too early through their desire to win, or to return later, possibly to increase playing time for themselves.

Following ACL injury, surgery and rehabilitation athletes are confronted with widely ranging and often diametrically opposed opinions from a wide variety of significant, and unsolicited, “not so significant” others. True advocacy focuses on defusing confrontational situations, and helping the athlete navigate through a plethora of puzzling information in the presence of often daily changes in physical function and cognitive appraisal perceptions. The injured athlete needs time to discuss, and reflect about their injury. They also need to know that moving on to another sport or recreational interest is not equivalent to failure on their part. There is a growing appreciation for monitoring an athlete’s psychobehavioral status throughout the rehabilitation process, how these characteristics translate in conjunction with improved physical function, the athlete’s desire to return to sports participation, and how these decisions may change across the life span.

**Improving clinical outcome measurement methods**

The tried and true mantra following orthopedic surgery intervention is that nothing spoils good results like long-term outcomes. Another mantra that may be equally if not more appropriate is that nothing spoils good results like measuring all essential factors in a valid manner and with high precision. These factors include much more than just objective and subjective physical function levels, knee joint laxity, and impairment level neuromuscular strength and range of motion measurements. Factors such as self-efficacy, kinesiophobia, cognitive reinjury risk perceptions, and health locus of control should be evaluated as well. Release back to unrestricted sports participation timing based solely on time postsurgery does not assure that adequate neuromuscular control activation has been re-established to protect the surgical knee joint.

For the return to unrestricted sports participation plan to be most effective, it should represent a layered or tiered approach that bridges key transition periods within the recovery continuum (ie, effective quadriceps femoris activation, weight bearing, unrestricted range of motion, strength and power restoration, straight ahead running and sprinting, cutting and agility maneuvers, sport-specific training, return to practice, and return to competition) obtaining input from multiple sources. Release to unrestricted sports participation based solely on restored physical function does not assure that cognitive appraisal and psychobehavioral readiness has been restored. Even with careful restoration of each essential factor, another challenge is maintaining these proficiencies in the presence of progressively increasing physical, biomechanical, and psychobehavioral stressors such as can only be reproduced in the sports practice or game environment. A large part of the return to sports and secondary injury prevention plan should include not just steps to progressively acclimatize the athlete to these stressors, but also to ensure that they have learned how to both maintain their current functional status and continue to progress following release from care. Merely achieving rehabilitation and conditioning goals, no matter how advanced, without having established a plan by which these goals can be maintained and improved...
upon sets the stage for ipsilateral knee reinjury or contralateral knee injury. Clinical outcome measures need to be developed, which more precisely and responsibly measure each of these factors across the recovery continuum while concurrently identifying essential links between physical, psychobehavioral, and cognitive components. This is a very fertile area for interdisciplinary research.

**Conclusion**

As surgical, medical, and rehabilitation ACL injury care innovations evolve, there is a growing need to use a team approach with return to play decision-making and to refine clinical outcome measurement tools to better ensure that athletes are not only restoring physical function, but are also restoring neurosensory and neuromuscular control activation acuity, psychobehavioral goals, sport performance capability, as well as learning how to maintain high level functional status and continue to progress following release from care. Primary ACL repair with or without the use of internal bracing augmentation may better preserve both the mechanical and neurosensory balance that is vital to helping prevent knee reinjury. Maintaining or re-establishing ACL neurosensory properties should enable the patient to benefit from innovative neuromuscular control activation and sensorimotor training rehabilitation strategies. More well-designed clinical studies are needed in this area to determine the true efficacy of less invasive, remnant preserving, surgical approaches.
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